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About This Game

HEADER GOAL VR

INTRODUCTION

Axel Rix, a young soccer player. Since being selected for the England National Football Team he was the center of attention.
Nowadays, things are not going well for him. In his last couple of games, he was the main reason behind the loss especially with

his inaccurate headers. The media and the supporters are started being so heavy on him. Increased pressure on his shoulders
made him behave like a lunatic and lastly, he has been kicked out of the national team. His career has taken a serious damage.
He can’t bring himself to this situation. To get back to his once successful days he starts to train really hard. While he keeps on

working, extraordinary things start to happen around him, which will eventually lead him to become the hero of an another
story.

DESCRIPTION

Header Goal VR is a physics based, action pumped, virtual reality sports game with a simulation like interaction dynamics.
Through its story based levels you find yourself in the place of the character Axel Rix who is a young soccer player. Your main

goal is to hit thrown balls by heading while targeting various objects in a soccer training field. Each stage has a unique level
design. To achieve a better score, you should have a plan. Even hitting the targets in the right order makes a great difference.

You will start feel like Axel within the immersive atmosphere of the game.
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Being able to hit a virtual ball in the most natural and realistic way makes Header Goal VR the most entertaining way of heading
a ball.

FEATURES

-Story Based Gameplay
-Physics based, natural and realistic heading dynamics

-Fully dynamic lighting
-Destroyable, breakable objects

-Combo Mechanism
-Unique and challenging levels

-Easy to Learn, difficult to master game dynamics
-Achievements
-Leaderboard

-Multi-Language User Interface
-HTC Vive & Oculus Rift Support

PLANNED UPCOMING FEATURES

-2 new episodes each including 10 different levels
-Endless Mode

and more…
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Title: Header Goal VR: Being Axel Rix
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Codemodeon
Publisher:
Codemodeon
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970/AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Turkish
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header goal vr being axel rix

10\/10 would watch again. Never dull and seldom panicky, immersion is great. The game design, UI, minigames, and player
objective tracking are all highly polished. 16 hours to beat it, every minute of it is fun. Very replayable, play differently, build
big or speed run it. You might want to copy your saved game before your first boss fight... it's high stakes, and can be
impossible if you didn't hear what to do and can't figure it out on the fly.

I just got contaminated by radiation on an away mission, and as I was flying 11m/s back to the medical bay I puked on my visor
(in game!) and had my vision going tunnel vision (in game!) while health declined. 11/10 for such special effects!!.
ITS♥♥♥♥♥♥ALL I GET IS A BLACK SCREEN AND I CAN MOVE AND DRIVE BUT I CANT SEE WHERE IAM
GOING DONT GET IT WAS OF MONEY ITS♥♥♥♥♥♥AF. so unique and keeps you interested, loved it <3. Suicide
simmulator 10/10. Really fun, I enjoyed the game. Shoul add more to do
. There are definite improvements since the last instalment. The puzzles are more thought out but can still be difficult if you
don't pay attention. The story is also more developed and I look forward to seeing what happens next!. A no buy. Rating 1/10. 1
Just for being a game. A sucky one at that.

This has single player and multiplayer. I only played the single player.

When I saw this game on the store page the name grabbed me but I hated the graphics in the trailer and I told the developer the
game looked horrible and that he should remake the game in Unreal. Unity sucks. But afterwards I felt bad and since the game
was under $1 I figured I'd support the dev and help him buy assets for Unreal so he can remake his game so it at least looks
good.

After playing the game for a short while. My opinion of the game still stands.
When I started the game I noticed I must of been in a plane crash and landed in the jungle or on an island. Sound familiar? And
then I noticed that out of nowhere zombies are spawning and attacking me and they keep spawning from a spot for no reason.
So I run and run until I see a beach with a nippa/bamboo dock and when I walk up there are zombies already there. I run and run
and am wonder what to do. How can I defend myself. "Oh look !!. My inventory has a machine gun and a flamethrower already
in it." Hmmm. Are airline passengers allowd to carry guns on board? Maybe in the country I am in. But flamethrowers? So
really if I go on I will just judge this thing more harshly. Oh I went back to the dock and killed the zombies and they just kept
spawning at a spot on the hut that is over the water. Hmmm? Whaaaattt?? I don't get it. If the developer remakes the game with
way better graphics and game play and animations which are horrible then I will play this again. Possibly good idea for a
shooter/survival game but junkie for my taste.. In the world of video games, if there is a hell it is filled with match three puzzle
games.

Now I will preface this review saying I am not the biggest fan of match three games in the first place, but even with saying that,
3SwitcheD is not a good game.

Now I am going to go on and skip explaining what you do in a match three game and focus on what is 'new' here, there are six
game modes, 'Snazzy Swap' being your standard game mode that plays like a poorly optimized version of Bejeweled with a
combo clock that makes a man\/woman's voice go higher and higher as you gain combos till it sounds like he\/she is having a
real good time from your abilities to match three (And really who wouldn't?)

Outside of the main mode all the other modes of the game... rather suck, 'Falling Stars' is somewhat alright where you start with
a blank board and they drop jewels from the top for you to match like a proverbial rat in a cage, but outside of that one the rest
are about matching jewels in odd ways such as making shapes or effecting gravity.

The game reports to using "Face-Tracking Technology" which is a fancy word for saying you can turn on your webcam and look
around the 3D play-field... but you will never do that because there is absolutely no reason to, the graphics, animations, and
environment hold nothing special at all and look mediocre at best with poor optimization, and when you play a match three
puzzle game, you are not going to be moving your head to get a better angle, this all doesn't matter anyway because none of it
works... seriously, it works for like a few seconds then pops back to normal.

And finally to top it all off it has third-party DRM, you must activate the game using a CD-key on TopWare's servers, so not
only is it a bad game, if the servers are down (Like they usually seem to be) you can't even play it, though maybe that is a good
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thing overall.
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Awesome game, not for the impatient.

 - ★★★★★★-

. I havent had a chance to play this game becuase it basically f%^^ed my computer without even buying it dinner. Now that I
know its going to destroy its cake hole without calling, I will try again, since I know how to fix the problem without crying in my
bathtub. Stay tuned for actual game play info. Just know, it munts your settings so dont cry to your IT ex.. This game is so
intreaguing and charming, a perfect adventure game for us monkey island lovers looking to ease our pain :-). Simple but good , i
really recommend that game. Meh clicker, stupid pvp and very buggy, I usually have to reopen the game several time to have the
window appearing.. Eh, gonna refund this tbh.. Not a serious FPS game, go in and try, THAT'S IT!
The overall gameplay is not OK, felt like TF2's atmosphere though but the aiming and the movements aren't quite good.
The weapons are OK, only 4 exist and for me the sniper was so bad.
The graphics are lowly rendered but it's the theme, and the animations are bad.. A pretty decent cheap game that's fun for like
10min. You can waste time with this game. The game itself is simple and fun to play. IF this game is on sale then I'd
recommend getting it. Only problem I have with this game is that the music is really lound and you cant turn it off.
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